Razakar commanders' parade

The passing-out parade of the first batch of Razakar Company Commanders at Savar, 15 miles from Dacca city, reports the APP. Gen. A. K. Nazal, Commander of the Eastern Command and Martial Law Administrator Zone 'B', reviewed the parade and took the salute.

It may be called that junior leadership up to the rank of Company Commanders is provided by the Razakars themselves. The first batch of Company Commanders passed out on Saturday at the end of their two-week training. The next course is due to commence on Monday.

After reviewing the parade, Gen. Nazal, in a brief address, emphasized that turn-out and standard of drill was particularly impressive by the cheerful and confident Razakar guards of high morale.

Talking of their role, Gen. Nazal said that Razakars on the one hand, should go out to eliminate all traces of Indian agents in the province and on the other, to prevent the misguided to see the right path as they gained in patriotism.

The General also warned the Razakars again, the treachery of their enemy who was employing various means to undo Pakistan.

In the same pursuit, Gen. Nazal prayed for their success in noble cause.

Profiteers warned

The District Administration has strongly warned the anti-social elements and business tycoons against hoarding goods, boosting prices, and profiteering.

A spokesman of the District Administration told the APP that the Deputy Magistrate, who was notified to the charge of Deputy-Magistrate, would make surprise raids in the markets from time to time to check the profiteers.

Mr. Majidul Islam, a Member of Parliament, said the administration had ordered the Nationalist Catholic Organization to ensure that no profiteering activities were carried out in the markets.